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Abstract 
There is no known combinatorial characterization of the visibility graphs of simple polygons. 
In this paper we show negative results on two different approaches to finding such a characteriza- 
tion. We show that Ghosh’s three necessary conditions for a graph to be a visibility graph are not 
sufficient thus disproving his conjecture. We also show that there is no finite set of minimal 
forbidden induced subgraphs that characterize visibility graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Visibility problems form a large class of problems in computational geometry that 
arise in such areas as graphics, robot motion planning, pattern recognition and VLSI 
design [12,14]. Some of these problems are of a combinatorial nature and visibility 
graphs are a combinatorial structure that capture the visibility information appropriate 
for their solution. For example, visibility graphs can be used to find the shortest path 
between two objects in the plane that avoids some set of obstacles [16,10]. 
Visibility graphs have been defined for several types of geometric objects; in this 
paper we restrict our attention to the visibility graphs of simple polygons. The visibility 
graph of a simple polygon is the graph whose vertices correspond to the vertices of the 
polygon and such that two vertices in the graph are adjacent if the corresponding 
polygon vertices are visible, that is, if the line segment between them does not intersect 
the exterior of the polygon. 
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No combinatorial characterization of visibility graphs exists. In fact, little is known 
about the combinatorial structure of visibility graphs and in particular, the complexity of 
the recognition problem for visibility graphs is unknown. Ghosh has attempted to 
characterize visibility graphs by giving three necessary conditions for a graph to be the 
visibility graph of a simple polygon. He has conjectured in [9] that these are sufficient. 
However, in Section 3 we show that Ghosh’s necessary conditions are not sufficient thus 
disproving his conjecture. 
One means of characterizing a class of graphs is in terms of its forbidden induced 
subgraphs. For example, trees can be characterized as those connected graphs that 
contain no induced cycles. See [4] for other examples. Some classes of graphs, line 
graphs for example [l], can be characterized by a finite number of forbidden induced 
subgraphs. Such classes of graphs have polynomial time recognition algorithms; if the 
largest forbidden graph has size c then the class of graphs has a recognition algorithm 
with time complexity O(nc>. In Section 4 we prove that there is no finite set of minimal 
forbidden induced subgraphs that characterize visibility graphs. We demonstrate an 
infinite set of forbidden induced subgraphs of visibility graphs and show that no induced 
subgraph of a graph in the set is forbidden. 
We note here that some progress has been made on characterizing the visibility 
graphs of restricted classes of polygons. A combinatorial characterization and a recogni- 
tion algorithm for the visibility graphs of spiral polygons are given in [7] and necessary 
conditions for visibility graphs of convex fans in [5]. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
have been given for a chordless cycle or its complement to be an induced subgraph of a 
k-spiral polygon. These conditions imply that the visibility graphs of 2-spiral polygons 
are perfect if the strong perfect graph conjecture is true [6]. 
Other results have been obtained when extra information is added to the graph. 
Coullard and Lubiw have given another necessary condition for a graph to be a visibility 
graph and use it in an algorithm to recognize visibility graphs when edge lengths are 
included in the input [3]. In [13] an algorithm is given for recovering the convex hull of 
the polygon when both the external and internal visibility graphs are given. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we define terms and present Ghosh’s necessary conditions. 
A simple polygon P is a closed chain of line segments in the plane with no two 
non-adjacent line segments intersecting. (We usually omit the word simple when the 
meaning is clear.) A polygon is represented by its boundary chain, an ordered sequence 
of real-valued (x, y) coordinates called the vertices of the polygon. We assume that no 
three vertices of P are collinear. The interior of the polygon lies to the right as the 
boundary chain is traversed. A vertex of a polygon is concave if its interior angle is 
greater than 180”; otherwise it is convex. 
Two vertices pi and pi are visible if the closed line segment between them does not 
intersect the exterior of P. Note that if the line segment touches the boundary of P the 
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vertices are still considered visible. The visibility graph, G, of P is the graph whose 
vertices correspond to the vertices of P and such that two vertices are adjacent in G if 
the corresponding vertices in P are visible. (These graphs are more properly called 
vertex visibility graphs and should not be confused with other types of visibility graphs 
[18].) Let V={u,,, u1 ,..., u,_~} denote the vertex set of G and vi* denote the vertex 
corresponding to vi in P. 
A cycle is an ordered sequence [ co, cl, . . . , ck_ 1] of vertices of a graph G such that 
{c,, CJ,...,kk_2, c&J,Ic&l, cO) are the edges of G. The length of a cycle on k 
vertices is k. A cycle [c,, . . . , ck_ 1l is chordless if there are no edges {ci, cj) where i 
and j differ by more than one (except edge {ck_ t, c,]). A Hamiltonian cycle of G is a 
cycle that contains every vertex of G. Thus a Hamiltonian cycle is an ordered sequence 
of all the vertices of G. For any cycle C of length k in G and any ordering I of the 
vertices of G we can label the vertices of C as cO, cr, . . . , ck_ 1 such that the edges of C 
are {co, cl}, . . . ,(c,_,, c~_~),{c~_~, co) and ca is the element of C which appears first 
in I. We say that C is ordered with respect to I if for each 0 ,< i < k - 1, ci precedes 
‘if 1 in I. We say that C is ordered with respect to Hamiltonian cycle H if it is ordered 
with respect to any (and thus all) of the orderings [w,,, . . . , wn _ 1] of the vertices of G 
such that {w,, w~],...,{w,_~, w,_r},{w,_r, wO] are the edges of H. 
In this paper we are interested in the problem of characterizing visibility graphs; that 
is, determining whether a given graph is a visibility graph. Note that a graph can be the 
visibility graph of many different polygons. Let P be a polygon with visibility graph G. 
Since G contains an edge for each consecutive pair of vertices on the boundary chain of 
P, G necessarily contains a Hamiltonian cycle. Now it is possible for a graph to be the 
visibility graph of two or more polygons each having a distinct boundary chain; 
consider, for example, a clique. Thus we are also interested in the following variant of 
our original problem: determine whether a given graph with a given Hamiltonian cycle 
is the visibility graph of a polygon whose boundary chain corresponds to the given 
Hamiltonian cycle. In such a case we refer to the given Hamiltonian cycle as the 
boundary Hamiltonian cycle. In the remainder of this section we consider this variant. 
We present Ghosh’s necessary conditions for a given graph G with a given Hamiltonian 
cycle H=[uo,...,v,_, ] to be a visibility graph of a polygon whose boundary chain 






Fig. 1. A graph with an ordered chordless cycle of length 4. 
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Fig. 2. [9] A graph satisfying Necessary Condition 1 but not Necessary Condition 2. 
Necessary Condition 1 [9]. A visibility graph contains no ordered chordless cycle of 
length at least 4. 
Fig. 1 shows a graph that does not satisfy Necessary Condition 1, since abce forms 
an ordered chordless cycle of length 4 where the boundary Hamiltonian cycle is [a, b, c, 
d, el. 
A pair of vertices in G is called an invisible pair if there is no edge between them in 
G. For any distinct pair of vertices vi and vj, chain(vi, vi) is the set of vertices 
tviY vi+l,*“, vi}, subscript arithmetic mod n. A vertex up E chain (vi, vi> - {vi, vi) is a 
blocking vertex with respect to H for invisible pair (vi, uj} if no two vertices vk E 
chain (vi, up-r) and v, E chain (vP+t, vj) are adjacent in G. For example, in Fig. 1 
invisible pair {a, c) has one blocking vertex, b. 
Necessary Condition 2 [9]. Every invisible pair in a visibility graph has a blocking 
vertex. 
Fig. 2 shows a graph that satisfies Necessary Condition 1 but that does not satisfy 
Necessary Condition 2 since invisible pair {a, d} has no blocking vertex where the 
boundary Hamiltonian cycle is [a, b, c, d, e, f]. 
Two invisible pairs {vi, uj} and (II,, v,) are said to be separable with respect to up 
and H if uk and uI are encountered before ui and vj (or vice versa) when H is traversed 




Fig. 3. (a, d} and (d, g} have a single blocking vertex h. 
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the boundary Hamiltonian cycle is [a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h]. An invisible pair is said to be 
minimal with respect to up if up is its only blocking vertex. 
Necessary Condition 3 [9]. If two invisible pairs are separable with respect to vertex up 
then they cannot both be minimal with respect to II,,. 
Fig. 3 shows a graph that satisfies Necessary Conditions 1 and 2 but not Necessary 
Condition 3. The boundary Hamiltonian cycle is [a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h]. The separable 
invisible pairs {a, d} and (d, g} have a single blocking vertex h. 
3. Ghosh’s necessary conditions are not sufficient 
Ghosh has conjectured in [9] that given a graph G and a Hamiltonian cycle H, G is 
the visibility graph of a polygon whose boundary chain corresponds to H if and only if 
necessary conditions 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied. In this section we disprove this conjecture. 
We start with some preliminary definitions. 
A graph is chordal if it has no chordless cycle of length at least 4. Note that a 
chordal graph satisfies Necessary Condition 1 for any given boundary Hamiltonian 
cycle. However, a graph satisfying Necessary Condition 1 is not necessarily chordal 
since it may contain a chordless cycle of length at least 4 that is not ordered with respect 
to the boundary Hamiltonian cycle. 
The neighborhood of a vertex v E V, denoted by T(v), is the set of vertices adjacent 
to u (not including u). A clique, Ki, is a set of i vertices every pair of which are 
adjacent. A vertex v is simplicial if its neighborhood is a clique. An induced subgraph, 
G’, of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph with vertex set V’ L V and edge set E’ = {{x, 
y) E E I x E V’ and y E V’}. We will sometimes denote G’ by Glvrl or by G\ u when 
V’=V-v.Let (+=[va,..., v, _ 1] be an ordering of the vertices of a graph. Then u is 
a perfect vertex elimination scheme if vi is simplicial in the induced subgraph 
G,, ,,,.., “,_,l for i=O,..., n - 1. The following characterization of chordal graphs is due 
to Fulkerson and Gross. 
Lemma 3.1 [8]. A graph is chordal if and only if it has a perfect vertex elimination 
scheme. 
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.2. Ghosh’s necessary conditions are not sufficient. 
Proof. We show that the graph G in Fig. 4 with Hamiltonian cycle H = [ vI, v2,. . . , vl,,] 
satisfies Ghosh’s necessary conditions but is not the visibility graph of a simple polygon 
whose boundary vertices are ordered according to H. Necessary Condition 1 states that 
G must contain no ordered chordless cycles of length at least 4. In fact G is a chordal 
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Fig. 4. Ghosh’s necessary conditions are not sufficient. 
graph and thus contains no chordless cycles of length at least 4. By Lemma 3.1 a graph 
is chordal if and only if it has a perfect vertex elimination scheme. It is easy to verify 
that o= iv,, q, u7, u3, us, u2, Q, u4, us, vu,] is a perfect vertex elimination scheme 
for G. 
Necessary Condition 2 states that every invisible pair has a blocking vertex. Note that 
a vertex cannot be a blocking vertex for any invisible pair if its neighbors on the 
boundary Hamiltonian cycle are adjacent. Thus, in G, v4, va and v,,, are the only 
vertices that may be blocking vertices. Invisible pair ( vl, v4} has vn, as its only blocking 
vertex, invisible pair {v,, v7} has us as its only blocking vertex, invisible pair {u,, us} 
has us and v10 as its only blocking vertices, invisible pairs { vr, v,}, { v2, us} and {v,, v,} 
have v4 and vla as their only blocking vertices and invisible pairs { v5, vu,}, { v6, vn,) and 
b7, vl,,} have u4 and us as their only blocking vertices. All other invisible pairs have all 
of u4, vg and vu, as blocking vertices. 
Necessary Condition 3 states that if two invisible pairs are separable with respect to 
vertex up then they cannot both be minimal with respect to up This is true in G because 
the only invisible pairs that are minimal are {v,, v4} which has vrO as its only blocking 
vertex and {v,, v7} which has va as its only blocking vertex. Invisible pairs {vi, v4} and 
b,, v7) are separable with respect to vu, but vl,, is not the blocking vertex for { v4, v7} 
and invisible pairs { v 1, vq) and (v4, v7) are separable with respect to va but va is not the 
blocking vertex for ( vl, v4}. 
We have shown that G satisfies Ghosh’s necessary conditions and we will now show 
that G cannot be a visibility graph. Suppose there is a polygon P for which G is the 
visibility graph and whose boundary vertices are ordered according to H. We denote the 
‘vertex of P corresponding to vi in G by vi* for 1 Q i G 10. Note that if the neighbors 
on the boundary Hamiltonian cycle of vi are adjacent then vi* must be a convex vertex; 
that is, the interior angle L vi_ rvivi+ 1 < 180”. Thus all vertices of P must be convex 
except possibly vi, vi and v;a. Consider vertices v; , vi and v&. They must form a 
triangle contained entirely within P since v4, us and vrO form a triangle in G. Refer to 
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Fig. 5. A partial embedding of G. 
Fig. 5. Since vg* must be able to see v;O * and va it must lie on the opposite side of line 
vi v;,, as uq*. Since it must not be able to see any other vertex, u; must either lie 
between rays vi vi and v&~ or between rays ud v;~ and ul v;~; without loss of 
generality assume the former. Now v; must lie between rays vi vJ and vi u; in order 
to keep the polygon simple. But now it is impossible to place vertices u; and v6” so that 
the chain from u: to vi (through vj) is convex and so that vi cannot see u;. 0 
Recently Coullard and Lubiw have presented another necessary condition for a graph 
to be a visibility graph of a simple polygon [3]. Are the three conditions of Ghosh, 
together with the Coullard-Lubiw condition sufficient? Mouawad [ll] has shown that 
the Coullard-Lubiw condition alone is not sufficient. We need the following definitions. 
A graph G is j-connected if there is no set of fewer than 3 vertices whose removal 
disconnects G. A 3-clique ordering of G is an ordering of the vertices of G such that 
the first three vertices form a clique, and for every vertex v after these, the vertices 
adjacent to v and preceding it in the ordering include a 3-clique. 
Coullard-Lubiw Condition [3]. Each 3-connected component of a visibility graph has 
a 3-clique ordering starting from any 3-clique. 
Consider again the graph of Fig. 4. G is not itself 3-connected but has 3-connected 
components {r& %I v3y v4? ulO}, t”4, %, %, v7y 8 , u 1 {u,, us, ulo) and {u,, ug, ul,J. The 
reader can verify that each of these components has a 3-clique ordering starting from 
any 3-clique. Thus the three conditions of Ghosh, together with the Coullard-Lubiw 
condition are not sufficient. 
4. Forbidden induced subgraphs 
In this section we show that there is no finite set of minimal forbidden induced 
subgraphs that characterize visibility graphs. We demonstrate an infinite family of 
forbidden induced subgraphs and then show that any induced subgraph of a graph in this 
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Fig. 6. ‘Ike GrGtsch graph. 
family is not forbidden. Note that in this section we consider the general characterization 
problem in which no boundary Hamiltonian cycle is specified. 
4.1. An infinite family of forbidden induced subgraphs: 9 
Recall Necessary Condition 1: the visibility graph of a simple polygon contains no 
ordered chordless cycle of length at least 4 where the ordering is with respect to the 
Hamiltonian cycle that forms the boundary of the polygon. Then the following lemma is 
clear. 
Lemma 4.1. Any graph that contains for every ordering of its vertices an ordered 
chordless cycle of length at least 4 is a forbidden induced subgraph of a visibility graph. 
NeSetEl and Rod1 have shown that such graphs exist [15]. Their proof uses probabilis- 
tic methods and does not show how to construct such a graph. NesetEl and Rod1 indicate 
that Gallai has shown that the Grotsch graph (see Fig. 6) is such a graph. Thus the 
Grotsch graph is the first example of a forbidden induced subgraph of a visibility graph 
and it can be shown to be minimal. 
The infinite family of forbidden induced subgraphs that we construct F = 
( F2, F3 . . . > has for its smallest graph, F2, a variation of the Grotsch graph formed by 
moving the edges that form a cycle on the outer 5 vertices to form a cycle on the inner 5 
vertices. See Fig. 7. Larger graphs, Fi, are similar except they are based on a 
2i + l-cycle. 
Formally, Fi = (I(, Ei), i > 2, is constructed as follows. (We will omit the subscript i 
when the meaning is clear.) Start with an odd chordless cycle of vertices labeled 
2 
Fig. I. F,. 
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Fig. 8. This graph is an induced subgraph of the visibility graph of this polygon. 
v. . * . uzi, the inner vertices. Add another set of vertices labeled we . . . wzi, the outer 
vertices. Add edges from each outer vertex wj to the neighbors on the inner cycle of its 
cousin, vi. Finally add the center vertex x and make it adjacent to the inner vertices. So 
we have V={v,, ul,.. . , UZJ u {J++J, WI, f.. , Wzi) U Wand E = U o< j< zi({X, uj), 
I”jY uj+~~~ u U oG jG 2i{{wj, u,_~},{w,, v~+~}} (subscript arithmetic mod 2i + 1). Note 
that if we start with an even chordless cycle and perform a similar construction it can be 
shown that the resulting graph is not a forbidden induced subgraph of a visibility graph. 
For example, when the initial chordless cycle has 4 vertices we get the graph shown in 
Fig. 8 which is an induced subgraph in the visibility graph of the accompanying 
polygon. 
We prove that ~7 is a family of forbidden induced subgraphs of a visibility graph. 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. For all total orderings -C of a set {co, cl,. . . , Czi), i > 0, there exists ck 
such that either ck_ 1 4 ck + ck+ 1 Or ck+, -t ck + ck_ 1 (subscript arithmetic mod 2 i + 1). 
Proof. Throughout the proof subscript arithmetic is mod 2i + 1. Assume by way of 
contradiction that there exists no such c,,O < k < 2i that satisfies the lemma. Then 
either ck_i 4 ck and ck+i 4 ck or ck + ck_i and ck 4 ckfl for all k,O < k d 2i. Then 
the total number of pairs (ck, ck+ i) with ck 4 ckf 1 is equal to the total number of pairs 
(ck, ck+i) with ck+i + ck. Thus the number of such pii’S (ck, ckfl) is even. Conse- 
quently I{c,, cl,..., c2J is even which is a contradiction. 0 
Therorem 4.3. F is a family of forbidden induced subgraphs of visibility graphs. 
Proof. We claim that every ordering of the vertices of Fi, i 2 2, contains an ordered 
chordless cycle of length at least 4. Let < be an ordering of the vertices of Fi and 
assume without loss of generality that the center vertex of Fi, X, is the first vertex in the 
ordering. Consider + restricted to the inner vertices ~a,. . . , uzi. By Lemma 4.2, there 
exists a vertex k such that uk_ 1 4 uk + vk+ 1 Or uk+, + uk < uk_l. Without 1OSS Of 
generality assume uk_ , < uk 4 uk+ ,. Consider wk. It cannot be the case that wk 4 vk_r 
or Uk+ 1 + wk since then wk, uk-i, uk, uk+ 1 would form an ordered chordless cycle. So 
Vk_ 1 + Wk 4 Uk+l. But then X, uk-l, Wk, uk+l forms an ordered chordless cycle. Thus 
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every ordering of the vertices of F, contains an ordered chordless cycle and, by Lemma 
4.1, Fi is a forbidden induced subgraph of a visibility graph. El 
4.2. F is minimal 
In order to complete the proof that there is no finite set of forbidden induced 
subgraphs it is sufficient to show that 9 is minimal. F is minimal if each graph F, 
contains no induced subgraph that is also forbidden. 
Lemma 4.4. For all i > 3 and u E V there exists a polygon Pi(u) whose visibility graph 
contains Fi\u as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. We show how to construct P,(u) give i > 3 and u E V. All subscript arithmetic 
is done mod 2i + 1. Note that there are three non-symmetric choices for u. See Fig. 9 
i(a), ii(a) and iii(a). Place the first 2i + 1 vertices, the inner vertices, on a circle in the 
clockwise order v,,, v2,. . . , vzi, vl, u3,. . . , v*~_~. Place each outer vertex on the circle 
just clockwise of the pair of vertices to which it is adjacent; that is, for 0 < j f 2i place 
wj on the circle between uj+ 1 and vi+ s. If u is an inner vertex or an outer vertex then 
remove U. If u is an inner vertex, that is u = uk, 0 < k < 2i, then place the innermost 
vertex, X, so that it is just clockwise of the vertex just clockwise of the place where vk 
would have been and towards the center of the circle so that it can do a lot of blocking. 
That is, place x near the intersection of line segments v~+~v~+~ and v~_~v~_~. See Fig. 
9 ii(b). If u is an outer vertex, that is u = wk, 0 < k Q 2i, then place the innermost 
vertex, X, so that it is just counterclockwise of the vertex just counterclockwise of the 
place where wk would have been and towards the center of the circle so that it can do a 
lot of blocking. That is, place x near the intersection of line segments vk+ rvk+* and 
vk- l’k- 2’ See Fig. 9 iii(b). Now consider the figure formed by adding the edges of 
Fi\u incident with the vertices placed so far. See Fig. 9 i(b), ii(b) and iii(b). Then P,(u) 
is the polygon formed by tracing around the exterior of this figure (without touching it 
to avoid collinear points). See Fig. 9 i(c), ii(c) and iii(c). 
Let vf be the vertex of P,(u) that corresponds to vi in Fi\u, 0 Q j 6 2i. Similarly 
for wj* and x*. It is clear from the construction of P,(u), that for all edges {y,, yb} in 
Fi \ u the points y,* and yl are visible in P,(u). We need to show that for all invisible 
pairs { y,, yb} in Fi \u the points y,* and yi are not visible in P,(u). 
Case 1. u =x (u is the innermost vertex). Consider any outer vertex, wj, 0 < j < 2i. 
wj* cannot see any vertex corresponding to a vertex of Fi\ u on the clockwise chain 
from wj* to vi”_ 1 because of the vertex of P,(u) that lies near the intersection of line 
segments wj* vi*_ 1 and vi*+ ,wj*t2 (i.e., in Fig. 9i(c), if j = 1 these are line segments 
wr* vi and v; w; ). The counterclockwise chain from wj* to vj*_ 1 contains three vertices 
corresponding to vertices in Fi\ u: vi1 1, wj*_ 2 and vi*_ 1 (i.e., v; , wl and ui ). Of these 
the only vertex it must not see is wj*_ 2. But it cannot see this vertex because wj lies on 
the clockwise chain from wit 2 to vjt, (i.e., wi to v; ). 
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Consider any inner vertex, vi, 0 < j < 2i. vi cannot see any vertex corresponding to 
a vertex of Fi \ u on the counterclockwise chain from vi* to vi; 1 except vi;, because 
of the vertex of P,(u) that lies near the intersection of line segments vi* vj; I and 
wj*- ,vj*- 2 (i.e., if j = 2, line segments vi v; and w; v; ). On the clockwise chain from 
* * vi to vj+ r, vi* must not see any inner vertex v,‘, 1 # j - 1, j + 1. But it cannot because 
for all VI*, vj* lies on the counterclockwise chain from VI* to vI; t. 
Case 2. u = vk, 0 Q k Q 2i (U is an inner vertex). Notice that the interior of P,(u) is a 
subset of the interior of P,(x). Thus two points of P,(U) corresponding to an invisible 
i(a) F3 \ x ii(a) F3 \ v2 
ii(b) 
i(c) P3W ii(c) P3(“2) 
Fig. 9. F3 is minimal. 
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iii(a) F3 \ w, “iii(b) 
Fig. 9. (continued). 
pair in Fi\u that is also an invisible pair in Fi\x are not visible in P,(u) since, by the 
argument in Case 1, they are not visible in P,(x). It remains to handle the innermost 
vertex, x. x * must not see any outer vertex. But it cannot because for all outer vertices 
w1*, x * lies on the clockwise chain from w; to v;_ t. 
Case 3. u = wk, 0 < k < 2 i (U is an outer vertex). Similar to Case 2. 0 
Theorem 4.5. There is no finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs that characterize the 
visibility graphs of simple polygons. 
Proof. We need to show that no induced subgraph ofF, = (vi, Ei) is forbidden. The 
reader can verify this for i = 2. Suppose there were such a graph F; = F,\S where 
S c I$ Since F,! is forbidden any graph in which it is an induced subgraph is also 
forbidden. However, F,! is an induced subgraph of Fi \ u, u E S. By Lemma 4.4 Fj \ u is 
not forbidden which is a contradiction. Cl 
5. Open problems 
We have shown that Ghosh’s necessary conditions are not sufficient. Can Ghosh’s set 
of necessary conditions be extended to provide a characterization of visibility graphs? 
We have shown that there is no finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs that 
characterize visibility graphs. It may, however, still be possible to find a forbidden 
induced subgraph characterization of visibility graphs. 
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It has been shown in [6] that every tree and every connected bipartite convex graph 
[2] is an induced subgraph of some visibility graph. Are there any other such classes? It 
has been shown that the split graphs are not such a class [6] and recently Shermer [17] 
has shown that the bipartite graphs are not such a class. Also, the Grotsch graph and F’* 
remain the smallest known forbidden induced subgraphs of a visibility graph and we 
leave as an open problem to determine whether they are the smallest such graphs. 
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